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Protoninhanced
deutenum NhlR spectra hare been obtamed III rotatmg sohds wth substantnlgaln
III scnsrtwrty. Cross
polarlzatlon from proton to deutermm systems occurs VEI effective field mutual smglequantum
fhp-flops.
Sample rotation
modulates the deutenum quadrupole couplmng which leads to complex dynamrcs and broad Hartmann-Hahn
matchmg condltlons

1. introduction
The use of magc

angle sample spmmng to produce
NhlR In sohds has recently
been demonstrated
[l-4]]_ However, the relatively low
sensitwity of deuterrum requrres a high degree of ISOtopic substrtutron
m matenals to be studied. Protonenhanced nuclear Induction spectroscopy
IS a powerhigh-resolutron

ful method

sohds

[5,6]

deuterlum

for increasmg

the sensitlvlt),

of NhlR

2. Proton-enhanced
The

_Its application to deuterwm magic angle

polanzatlon

have

been

demonstrated

and this affects both the efficrency and dynamics
transfer of polarrzation.
In this letter we demonproton-enhanced
deutermm
NMR UI solids with
angle spinnmg and analyze the condltlons
necfor efficient transfer of polarization.

deuterium

NMR in rotating

sokfs

III

spmnmg should be of considerable
use It has been apphed successfully to enhance 13C srgnals in magic angle spinning sohds and those of varrous other spin-l/2
nuclei [7-101
The spmmng modulates the &poledipole mteractrons
which Induce the transfer of polarlzatlon between the lH and 13C Zeeman reservoirs in
the rotatmg frame, but does not quench that process
as long as the rotation frequency IS somewhat smaller
than the local dipole field [9].
Transfer of polanzatron
between spin-l/2 (IH) and
spin-l (2H) systems has been investigated
recently In
non-rotatmg
sobds_ Selective smgle- and doublequanturn cross

plmgs
of the
strate
magic
essary

and

theu dynanucs analyzed [l l] _Also, deuterium
quadrupole tensor polarization
by thermal co&act between
proton &pole and deutenum
quadrupole
resemoirs
has been reported [ 12,13]_ Sample rotatron modulates
the quadrupole
couphng as well as the dipole cou-

hamlltonian for the deuterium spin system (9

in the rotatmg frame and on-resonance
(Ao
We) In the rotatmg sample has the form
H, = w,ss,

+;

w&)

(3s:

-S2),

m frequency umts, where wIs
field amplitude and
c,+(r)

4 wls,

(1)

IS the deuterrum

=f e2qQ {G [3 cos2/3(t) - 11)

rf

(2)

the time-dependent
quadrupole
couphng amphtude.
For sunphcity,
we assume an axrally symmetrx
quadrupole interaction
where r) = 0. H, is dlagonalized
by
a umtary transformation
[14,15] and the result isgiven
IS

by
Hs’ = T -‘f-r, T = + o,(r)

Sz - ; co&)

(3s;

- S’),(3)

where
we(t)

= [c&t)

L 4&]“~

7
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either effective field deutermm
smglequantum
flips
l-2 or 2-3 accompanied
by a proton fhp. The Hartmann-Hahn

conservmg
w11=$
are the effective field amphtude, tilt angle, and transformatlon matnx respectively.
In ths transformation,

columns 2 and 3 m the matrix of eq. (37) m ref. [14]
are permuted in order to preserve the numerical
labeling of states and symmetry III the tilted frame of reference. Thus both the magrutude and orientation
of
the effective field are modulated
by the magic angle
spinmng. If deuterium Zeeman polarization can be
generated, It must be able to adiabatically follow that
modulation in order to remain spin-locked. We hawe
therefore solved the set of Bloch-l&e equations
for an

oscdlatmg three-level system, wluch have previously
been solved for a stationary
three-level system [16,17],
for the case that the frequency of sample rotation, wr
< wls,
The result is that the spin polarization
can alabatically
follow the modulation
If the condotion IS fulfiied that
uQ

_

orrentatlon
from the quantization
axis in the frame
gven by eq. (3) is less than 4”.
The harmltoruan
for the combmed deuterium (S)
and proton (f) spm system in a double rotating frame
defmed by eq. (3) and an on-resonance
rf irradiation
at the proton Larmor frequency has the form
li’=H;+H;+H;+H;-,,

where nz

(5)

is gven In eq. (3),ng

is the secular dipole-

con&tlons

for these

energy

are gwen by

[we(t)

- oQ(t)]

for the l-2

transition

(7a)

[o,(t)

+

for the 2-3

transtiom(7b)

and
elf

=i

uQ(t)]

The result of the transfer of polarization
can be calculated by apphcatron of the spm temperature
theory.
For a non-spuming
sample one can set AU, wls
and thus 8 < 1 so that only the SiB2 term surVlves tn
HTs. This makes selective double-quantum
cross polaruatlon possible [l 11. In a rotating sample the modula<aQ

tion of w (r) causes both terms in HIS to be non-zero
Q
at some point durmg the rotor cycle. This results in a
complex transfer of polanzation
involvmg both l-2
and 2-3 tranntions.
The deutenum
polanzatlon
created after a cross-relauatlon
contact IS represented
by
the operators S, and 3s: - SZ in eq. (3) Transformation of these operators back into the ongmal rotating
frame of eq. (1) gives

TS=Tt

where WQ(f)mx, 1s the maximum value of w (r)
durmg the spmner cycle_ Exphcitly, when ~4 >
10 wrwQ(t)m, the maximum devratlon of th% spm

matching

fhp-flops

= 2--112 sm

e(s,) +$ cos e& + s’_)

+ $ cos e(3s; - s*),
7-(3s;

- S’)$

= -;

(3s;

(8)
- S*) + $ (S: + S!)

- (9)

Thus the proton-enhanced
deutermm system will exhblt single-quantum,
double-quantum
and quadrupole
tensor polarization
as a function of the effective frame
tdt angle, e(t), whch 1s determined
by the relative
strength of wIs to
In a non-spuming
polycrystallme
sample only a few
deuterlum
spins match the Hartmann-Hahn
conrhuQ(t)

tlons

of eqs.

(7)

and the polanzatlon

transfer IS meffi-

dipole coupling amongst the protons. and HT = ~~~1,.
5- whch
The transfer of polarization 1s induced by HIS

sent. However, rotanon of the sample about the magic
axis modulates the deuterlum energy levels of eq. (3)

1s given by

and thus the corresponding
transition
frequencies as
shown in fig. 1 (top). The l-2 and 2-3 transitions osclllate with large amphtudes
Settmg the value of oll
wthm the range of that oscillation allows the deutenurn spmrto match the con&tions
of eqs. (7) at least
once dunng the spmner cycle. Assummg an isotropic
distribution
for the orientation
of the unique axis of
the quadrupole
interaction
tensor m the sample, the
fraction of deuterium spins that actueve the matching

H& = ~2b,(-Ix$l-2
v-

b,, = -27,~~

rG3P,(cos

cos;

+Ix$~-‘sin~

O), (6)

a,$,

where 0 IS given in eq. (3) and the SC-9 are the fktltlous spm-l/2 operators describing the spin-l system
perturbation,
HITSinduces
[14,/51.
BY second-order
150.
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LEMERS

contitlons
LSshown in fig. 1 (bottom) as a function of
wts for a constant ofi_ In the region wIs x wII all
spins achieve
IS expected.

matching

The dlstmct

and efficient

cross

potarvarion

represent regons where only one of the two condttlons in
eqs. (7) can be matched dunng the spmner cycle. Thus
the polarlzatlon
transfer Induced by HFs via effective
field smgle-quantum
fhps IS possible over a wide range
ofo LS - uli, however, the matching 1s obtained only for a fraction of the spmner cycle, and this reduces
the rate of transfer
Ol

0

I

1

0 25

I

1

050

cl 73

I 00

tails m fig. I (bottom)

that IS possible

[-?I.

An alternative mechamsm for poiarizatton
transfer
IS a transition in which the deutermm spm undergoes
an effective field doublequantum
flip accompanied
by one or two proton fltps [18,i9j,This
IS the I-3
tranntlon

UI fig

1 (top)

which

1s forbidden

by second-

order perturbation
and would require that rtwt, =
w,(t), where PI = 1,2. Smce thu transition
osctllates

over a much smaller range durmg the spmner cycle
than the 1-2 and 2- 3 transItIons, It would lead to a
much narrower matc~ng
region than that shown in
fig 1 (bottom).

3. Experimental

t

OO

I

I

IO

I

20

I

I

30

FIB 1 Theoretrul
aspects of ‘H-%
cross polawatron
m
rotattn8 softds Top Dependence of the transItIon Frequennes, uD, beween the spm-1 deuterium energ) lerels on the
sample rotatlon for one spmner cycle The ererpy levels are
those in the tdted rotattng frame defied by eq (3) Ortentatson of the unique aws of the axially symmetric (17 = 0) quadrupole tensor IS taken to be at 60” to the spmner aws The
coupbng constant IS tahen % eZqQ = 14 2 kHz and the
deutermm rfamphtude
1s ots = I8 0 kHz The effectrve field
stnglequantum trarwtrons ~12 and ~23 are strongly modulated by the spmnutg THIS leads to complex cross-poliwza-

tion dynanucf and a broad Hartmann-Hahn matching reggon
where wII = 7 [we(r) 5 w @)I The effectme field doubfequantum trar&lon.
pIott
as rz wts, IS much less modulated
by the spmnmg Bottom
Fraction ofsample,fS,
wluch
meets one of the singlequantum
Hartmann-Hahn
conditions
of eqs (7) at least once durmg a spumer cycle plotted as a
function of W,S An tsotroplc dtstribution IS assumed for the
ortentation of the untque axis of the quadrupole tensor. The
proton rf amphtude IS taken wtf = 18 0 kHr In the center re81on where wrs 5 ~~1, both condrtxons of eqs. (7) are met
during the spmner cycle. In the outer re@ons, distmct tails
occur smce only one of those condlttons can be met during

the spmner cycle

~oton~nhanc~d
d~ut~rtt1~ signals were ob&a~n~d
by spin-locking
the proton magnettzatron
followed by
smglecontact
thermal mivlng between the I and S reservoirs_ The duration of the contact was a multiple of
the spmner cycle. Both I and S rf lrradiatron
were onresonance. Following the ml.xing, the S irradiation
was turned off and the f u-radiatton left on for proton
decouphng while the S free mductlon decay was monitored directly. Experiments
were performed at room
temperature
on a home-burlt spectrometer
operatmg
at w@r(fH)
= 182 MHz and wif2tir<3H)
= 28 h(Hz.
Results on proton-enhanced
deutenum
signals for
a sample of polycrystalline
30% randomly deuterated
hexamethylbenzene
rotatmg at 1.47 kHz are shown m
fig. 2. The experimental
proton rf field amplitude was
wll = 20.8 kHz. In fig.2 (top) IS shown the ratio of
cross-polarized
sIgna intensity,sP,
to the intensty
after a single 90” pulse,SO, as a function of ols_ The
duration of cross-relaxatton
contact was 25 cycles =
17 ms. The cross-polarlzatlon
rates, lITIs, for this
same data set are shown in fig. 2 (bottom).
The crossrelaxation curves were fit to a single exponential
to
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Fig. 2. Experimental results on ‘II-*?t cross polarization in
poly~ys~~me 30% randomly demented hexamethylbeuzene
rotating about the magic angle at 1.47 kHz. Proton rf field
amplitude was ~tl= 20.8 kHz. Top: Ratio of crcss~polarized
deuterium signal to the signal after a 90” pulse, AC*/@, as a
function of deuterium rf field amplitude, W,S. The duration
of cross-polarization contact was 25 cycles = 17 ms. Bottom:
Cross-polarization rates, I/T,p for the same data se!.

Trs, however, the curves were not single exponential and the reiative error in l/TIs is estimated to
be t20%.
extract

The proton.e~aneed high-resolution spectrum of
polycrystalline dimethoxybenzene is shown in fig, 3.

This sample was randomly deuterated to 60% in the
aromatic position and selectively mono-deuterated to
98% in the methoxy position, DH2CO-4D4-OCH$I.
Here the limewidthsare somewhat less than previously
reported [3], which is attributed to a decrease in residual homonuclear 2H-2H dipole-dipole couplings
when the level of isotopic substitution is decreased.
The maximum enhancement factors, Scp/So, for three
152

D

D

Fig. 3. High-resolution deuterhrm magicangle spinning NMR
spectra of polycrystatline dimethoxybenzene, randomly
deuterated to 60% in the aromatic position and selectively
monodeuterated to 98% in the methoxy position. Fraquency
of rotation was 1.07 kHz. Lower trace, So, was obtained from
the FlD after a single 90” pulse. Upper trace, scp, showspin
in sensitivity asa result of 9.3 ms single contact cross pokirization from protons. Data are summarized in table 1.

polycrystalline samples are summarized in table 1.
Good enhancement was obtained in each case. Rapid
internal molecular reorientation produces the reduced
average quadrupole coupfings shown for three deuteriurn positions, while the rigid aromatic deuterons in dimethoxybenzene retain the full coupling. Theoretical
values $p/So for single-quantum spin-locked cross
polarization were calculated from [6]

P/SO = (#/p‘s) (1 + e)-1
=6.514(1 t8~s13~r}-~,
where E= [S&St I)~l@ + l)] &$/I’@~.
In comparing
these values to experimental values, it should be noted
that the experimental .!$ is somewhat smaller than ex”
petted since the pulse is not “strong” for the entire
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Table I
Deuterium signal proton~nhan~ment
spbming solids
__~_~-__.l
Com~und

factors in magic angle
_..- -.- ---

sCPd

wQ/Zn
-

theoretic3ia)
___-_--.-1_-.-30% randomdcutero
hcxamethy~enzenc
3.0
4.9% randomdeutero
durene
5.7
dimet~to~ybe~ene
2.1
total
$;
_____.___.__

_~

I
._-____.

OtHz)

experimental
__ - _.-3.2

14

4.4

34

2.2
2.7
I .4
-.--_.

33
130
- --1----

a) See eq. (10).
b, SignaI from deuterium in the methoxy proup.
C) Signal from deuterium in the aromatic ring.

powder. When uIs <o e2&, the magnetizations of
crystallites with different orientations are rotated by
different angles. Thus a single pulse does not bring
them all into the transverse plane [ZO] and it also generates some doubiequantum coherence.

15 November 1980

The experimental cross-polarization curve, fig. 2 {top),
is broader than the theoretical matching curve, tig. 1
(bottom). Two reasons for this are: (I) the cross-relaxation spectral density function is considerably broadened by spinning sidebands as demon~~ated by
Stejskal et al. [9] and (2) the mismatch energy, wl,
-4 [a,(r) 5 wQ(t)],
appearS iI’I the prOtOn reservoir
ql and can be the Iimiting factor in cross relaxation
in a non-rotating sample. However, it was recently demonstrated that sampfe rotation strongly couples this
reservoir to the lattice [Zl].
In conclusion, we have demonstrated efficient
single-quantum 1H-2H cross polarimtion in rotating
solids. Substantial enhancement has been obtained for
moIecuIar positions with a wide range of quadrupole
couplings. Cross polarization of deuterium nuclei in
rigid molecular positions is desirable since in this case
the deuterium spin-lattice relaxation time can become extremeiy long. It makes possible a much lower
ievel of isotopic substitution which also contributes
to increased resolution.
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